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Grammar For People Who Hate Rules:
Killer Tips From The Ruthless Editor
Writing and grammar expert Kathleen Watson, fondly known as the
Ruthless Editor, has nearly three decades of experience in the corporate
and academic worlds. As a fiction and nonfiction book editor, she has
helped many authors hone their writing skills. In "Grammar For People
Who Hate Rules: Killer Tips From The Ruthless Editor," she draws
upon her years of experience and expertise to create a succinctly
comprehensive instruction manual focusing on the effective use of
grammar in writing and speaking.
The easy-to-follow tips in "Grammar For People Who Hate Rules"
enhance this straightforward guide that will provide practical real-world
help in avoiding many of today's common word and punctuation errors.
Even if English is one's original language (and even more so for those
to whom English is a secondary language), English grammar and usage
can be (and all to often is) confusing! Even the best writers sometimes
pause to consider word and punctuation choices.
Whether writing for work, for school, for publication, or even creating a
knockout profile for LinkedIn or a dating website, "Grammar For People
Who Hate Rules" will bring the reader quickly up to speed with respect
to today's English grammar. Writers will build their reputation as they
build their mastery, impressing their clients, their boss, their professor,
their editors — or maybe even their potential spouse!
Exceptionally well written, organized and presented, "Grammar For
People Who Hate Rules" (paperback $8.95) is thoroughly user-friendly
in content and tone, making it an ideal and unreservedly recommended
addition to personal, professional, community, and academic library
writing/publishing instructional reference collections. It is also available
in a digital book format ($2.99).
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